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   Welcome everybody.  If you are just joining right now to the webinar, we will begin in just two minutes so you can just stand by and if you would like to view our captions for the webinar today I'm going to share the captions learn in the chat box.  So view the chat box if you are using zoom for the first time you will see a black bar at the bottom or top of the screen if you don't see it hover your mouse to the top or bottom of the screen and a black bar will appear and you will see a chat icon and the chat box will open next to you and you are able to type questions and comments and the link to the captions which will open in a separate window and we will begin in just a few minutes.
    So welcome for those who are just joining if you are members of the audience you are automatically muted so you don't have to find the mute button and if you want to ask questions during the webinar it's in the chat box and accessed from the bottom or top of your screen and you can hover your mouse to the bottom or top of your screen and you can find the chat icon if you click there it will open up next, to the PowerPoint you should see on the screen right now and that is where you can communicate with your questions or comments and you can also see the link there to the captions which will open in a separate window for you if you follow that link.  And I see right now it's 2:00 eastern time so welcome everyone we will get started my name is Katie Allen for the institute of community inclusion and welcome to the webinar presented by the Arkansas rehabilitation services and before we get started I just want to run through some quick housekeeping items.  As I said before you are automatically muted as participants today so you don't have to find your mute button.  You can communicate using the chat box  So for those of you new to zoom you will find a bar at the bottom or top of your screen which allows you to add a chat box to your view in the chat box you can ask questions or leave comments or questions and be sure to ask your questions to all panelists and attendees so in the chat box you will see a little drop down menu next to the word to and it should say all panelists and attendees so make sure to choose that option to reply or make a question or comment to be sure everyone can read your question or comment.  So you can enter your questions and comments throughout the entire webinar today but we will send some time at the end addressing your questions and we will have a Q and answer period after the presentation but feel free to type in the box whenever you have a question or comments.  If you experience technical issues you can type it in the box and I'll do my best to assist you there.  If you continue to experience these technical issues you would want to call zoom and I will leave the number there in the chat box for you to call for support in case you have a technical issue that I cannot address.
    Also as I said before this webinar is being captioned and I will again post that link into the chat box for those of you who are just joining you can follow that link and open up the captions in a separate window and you will be able to see the real time captions there.  So this webinar is being recorded today and will be posted on explore VR within the next week and tomorrow after this webinar is over you will receive a link to the webinar evaluation and if you're certified and credits for attending today you must complete the survey you receive tomorrow in your e‑mail and it can take six weeks to receive the CRC credit and make sure to take the evaluation in order to do so and if you are not a CRC and looking for CRC credit we ask you to take the evaluation to provide feedback for us.
    So right now I would like to turn it over to one of your hosts Neil McNeil from the chapter of assistance center N CI and will go over webinar objectives and talk about the JDR, Neil
   >> Thanks very much Katie first I would like to go through some webinar objectives today  Number one we are going to explain the goals of the job driven vocational rehabilitation technical assistance center, go over our partners, the TA, the technical assistance we provide and the learning collaboratives that we lead.  We are going to talk about state vocational rehabilitation agency background and services, we are going to talk about JD‑VRTAC project background, discuss our project purpose and goals, describe our project implementation, share our JD‑VRTAC project accomplishments we are going to share challenges and lessons learned from the JD‑VRTAC and talk about the current status of the product and talk what was helpful from technical assistance and learnel collaborative throughout the process and then we are going to share Arkansas's next steps to direction and goals.
    Next slide, please.
    The job driven vocational rehabilitation technical assistance centers goals have been to improve the skills of state vocational rehab agency staff, other rehab professionals of VR services, employers and customized training providers  We have had four topic areas in this grant.  Business engagement, employer supports, labor market information and customized training  Next slide, please.  We have a number of partners on the project including we who are the institute for community inclusion University of Massachusetts Boston and partner for the future Arkansas current, University of Washington the Council of state administrators of vocational rehabilitation the U.S. business leadership network, the centers on disabilities and we also collaborate with the national Council of state agencies for the blind and the technical assistance center collaborative.  Next slide, please.
    As part of receiving technical assistance the states we work with attend two to three learning collaboratives these are in person meetings  Where states can provide project updates collaborate across agencies and participate in topple discussions.  The learning collaboratives states in conference calls with the cohort to discuss job driven topics so far 18 state VR agencies have been part of our learning collaborative  I would like to introduce Rodney Chandler and Ashley Cross take it away
   >> Thank you, Neil, good afternoon we are excited to be sharing with each of you on today presented with me on today's webinar is Ashley Cross the corporate manager who is sitting next to me and I want to personally acknowledge Yvonne who cannot be here today but contributed a lot to this TA project first let me share with you some background information about Arkansas rehabilitation services.  ARS is a state agency dedicated to helping people with disabilities obtain the training they need to obtain and maintain competitive and integrated employment  VR Counselors conducted intake and assessment of individual and advise the IP individual plan for employment and business engagement representatives are in house type professionals that build relationships with businesses and facilitate employment opportunities for our VR clients  Now ARS has 19 offices across the state and we serve 75 counties and we provide annually over services to 16,000Arkansans and we have the career training institute which is a comprehensive state owned rehabilitation facility and it's one of only nine in the country and the only one west of the Mississippi.  AR's mission is to prepare a job ready career bound workforce to meet the needs of Arkansas employers.
    We have a job retention program called stay at work, return to work, now to assist clients with making adjustments when needed in the workplace.  Our access accommodation team conducts with no cost works out assessment and help businesses retain existing employees.
    We also assist with loss of vision, hearing issues or mobility challenges.
    Our business professionals are located throughout the state as well.  Before our participation in the JD‑VRTAC intact program we met at an inn of a VR rehabilitation plan  BER would devise an employment plan largely based on relationships developed with businesses of all sizes and supplement with the job searching message.  These relationships were primarily about staffing and retention needs.  At this point methods of sharing LMI between BER Counselors and business engagement professionals were gathered in different ways and clients were becoming more educated they were finding fee openings in their skill filled within the community.  This led to unemployment or basically none at all.  VR Counselors acknowledge and count the level of business engagement was inconsistent.
    So as I've stated earlier we had to rethink the process so we held an initial meeting between senior leaders and Jayme Miller of the UA currents and we convened discussions to discuss the development of the JD‑VRTAC technical assistance plan for our agency  A Cross sectional team was assembled to explore ways to break down the silos aligned with WIOA and to increase employment outcomes for Arkansas with disabilities.  We were intrigued with the success of neighboring states, business engagement programs such as the one developed by Alabama.  So we started with this as a model and used resources from a business engagement tool kit on explore.org.  So our vision to cultivate a vast network of Arkansas businesses that remain actively involved in hiring, training and retaining Arkansas with disabilities.  We believe that approaching business as a customer would help to restructure skilled training programs throughout our state and greatly improve employment outcomes, internships, apprenticeships, work experience opportunities and job shadowing.
    So let's talk about this JD‑VRTAC project.  The purpose of the JD‑VRTAC including increasing collaboration not just for the VR program but also all levels of the organization including leadership.  Additionally, we recognize that understanding labor market information was critical to consumer employment and competitive and integrated as well as meets the needs of our business customers.  We also want to improve the engagement of leadership by connecting senior leaders and managers with our business customers and with our other workforce partners.
    Now lastly we saw a need to develop a formalized business customer satisfaction survey to obtain feedback for continuous improvement.
    When you think about the JD‑VRTAC project imitation in the beginning of the project we initiated communication with our leaderships as I stated and we introduced them to the concept of business as a customer and we invited Neil McNeil of the University of Massachusetts Boston institute for community inclusion and Jayme Miller to facilitate this discussion  Our business engagement unit which is comprised of 12 individuals across the state invited senior leadership to join them on customer business in the field and we will talk more about that later.
    We also took a good look at our market materials and revamped it completely to reflect the updated language that approaches employers on the demand side with enhanced information with services offered and useful guidelines for successful and inclusive workplace.  Our business engagement unit typically working with a client at the end of the rehabilitation process teamed up with VR Counselors to discuss involving the business engagement representative in the beginning of a client's assessment.  We explored the use of labor market information as another assessment tool to design the best training pathway for a client.  Through this discussion, a decision was made to transition from a traditional use of ONET to the career index plus.  Paula of UA‑karens and demonstrated the effectiveness of this tool.  I also want to mention that WINTA Chas been a big player in the implementation with the element of process in Arkansas as well.  Three years ago the business team had the first Arkansas business employment summit which we invited one hundred businesses to come together to talk about business services and to learn more about inclusive hiring in the workplace.  We invited keynote speakers like John Retister an entrepreneur and an olympian who acquired a disability and shared the best practices.  From a humble beginning our summit has grown and evolved each year as Arkansas employers embrace disability inclusion.  Our summit helped to attract businesses as members of our new Arkansas affiliate of the United States business network and as we all know disability end  Our business engagement team as part of our JD‑VRTAC attack initiative presents to workforce partners regarding business engagement and members participate in panel and roundtable discussions with legislators and projects appointed by the governor of our state.
    When you think about collaboration, we saw the concept of using LMI to create more effective IPE through discussions about the best ways to gather and share LMI data across our state.  And as you can see from our meetings with distribute managers, VR Counselors, we came together to develop a preliminary business action plan which was sent to every district manager to begin the process with their VR staff in each office.  Now, this was a strategic approach to improving the process and adopting best practices  The business engagement unit also initiated with partners across our agency to facilitate a better understanding of how we work in tandem including access and accommodation and the office of skills and development.
We talked earlier about senior leadership getting involved in the business engagement process.  As you see here our commissioner McClain was eager to participate in the field visit to employers with our business engagement representatives.  Being in a field with business representatives affords us the business perspective on employment needs, soft skill requirements as well as hearing and responding to employer concerns.
    We talked about collaboration, we talked about LMI.  And as I mentioned we invited a represented group of VR Counselors to our monthly business engagement staff meetings and here we shared ideas provided feedback, and discussed ways to use LMI to improve the client's plan and though the ONET was a typical of LMI twos we saw that the career plus index, the career index plus was a better path to pursue for detailed information on various occupations.  As I mentioned Paula Pottenger with organization specialist introduced the career index plus as the only major national job aggregator that allows searchers by ONET code the career index plus has advanced features to support Counselors, case work and synthesizers real time job listings from state job banks, all major job boards, regional and local job boards and corporate websites.  The career index plus is a good tool for business engagement and VR Counselors to align around the client meeting the demand side for business needs  It gives us some more realistic view of what to expect from a chosen occupation, breaking it down into percentages and detail.
    We also convened a numerous number of workforce innovation opportunities like business panels business engagement panels at WIOA events in Arkansas in order for businesses to share their hiring perspective as it relates to disability inclusion.
VR professionals from across the state attended these events to better understand the employer's perspective regarding skill gaps and needs as we all know is a concern.  From these discussions, the reoccurring topic of good soft skills versus experience became apparent as highly important to perspective employers  I mentioned earlier the Arkansas business summit, this year we hold our fourth annual Arkansas business employment summit.  This is a major networking event that we host in October during national disability employment awareness month.  We recognize businesses for best hiring practices as you can see providing reasonable accommodations and being a model employer.  In addition, we invite national speakers and top business leaders to present on value‑added business and economic topics  Summit attendance and interests has grown each year and this year we anticipate 150 corporations from across the state.
    The Arkansas business leadership network has propelled and launched over the past couple years as an affiliate of the United States business leadership network now disability inn we feel this distinction will help employers with disability inclusion efforts and enhance our JD‑VRTAC objectives for the strategic partnerships that we are developing.
    
When you talk about JD‑VRTAC project accomplishments at this point we realize engagement across the agency.  The momentum is strong and we continue to explore ways to connect both internally and externally.  Currently we have nearly finalized our business customers satisfaction survey which we will use as a tool to measure our effectiveness as a business service provider
    As part of our collaboration we created a JD‑VRTAC project business engagement action plan.  This was designed to be used with VR Counselors, district managers and senior leadership to develop as an engagement tool and a pathway to improve engagement.
This plan specifically requires collaboration, strategy planning for the use of current labor market information to meet both needs of businesses and the client.  Additionally, each measurement to improve business engagement aligns with our technical assisting objectives and the mandates of WIOA.  Initially each district had developed this plan based on the individual demographics of their respective area.  Now moving forward our vision is to revisit this initiative and adopt a more streamed line and uniform plan based on best practices across the state.
    With our perspective we revampeled the tools to reflect the services and offerings that are exciting and value added to our employers.  Now, this includes a comprehensive service booklet that outlines our businesses, service program, a modern guide for the workplace on engaging with people, with disabilities of all kinds including hidden disabilities and we collaborated with our preemployment transition team to help create a comprehensive document.  In addition we drafted a flyer offering businesses a perspective on return on investment and a pamphlet to promote our Arkansas business employment summit.  All of these materials are offered in a print and digital form.
    Kevin, if you wouldn't mind showing the video, please?  
[ The video is captioned ]
As you can see from the video, we partnered with the Arkansas support net works as was the governance counsel on developmental disabilities and this video illustrates the importance of partnership and relationships and I think you saw the buy in from TJ‑Maxx with employment candidates with hidden disabilities so we are very excited about that success so let's talk about project challenges.  As you can imagine we've had similar challenges that have been expressed by many of you in the past particularly in lacking in integrated data system with other partners in the workforce.  And I guess at this point our state agencies who provide business services are still largely in silos to some degree and though they may those changes have been made our governor announced a gradual consolidation in state Government is planned.  Now from the agent's perspective one of our greatest challenges has been inconsistency in staffing, resources, and practices which affects the effectiveness of customer engagement as we all know.  In addition we mentioned promotional activities to attract businesses and limited by the financial and red tape and confines of state Government perimeters  What lessons did we learn?  As they say Rome wasn't built in a day.  We realized that the changes we would like to see will take time but we are encouraged by the amazing progress we've seen since the beginning of our technical assistance project.  And we found that on going communication with other departments needs to be intentional and continuous.  And to ask that to take an event that we voice in such as the opportunity to be at panels and workforce innovation opportunity act as well as the Arkansas rehabilitation associate conferences.  You know sometimes we are told we can't do something and we got creative with thinking of ways to make a vision become a reality  Without compromising the guidelines such as in the case of obtaining sponsorships and partners to support our Arkansas business summit and I do want to make mention that last year we had corporate sponsorship that exceeded $10,000 to support the business summit  As we are doing something within our agency it's not been done before, it's necessary to be flexible and find equitable solutions that satisfy all stakeholders that are involved
    So the JD‑VRTAC project today as I've already stated we greatly increased communication and business engagement awareness across our agency, our business satisfaction survey will roll out very soon and the career plus the career index plus is being pilot tested for future implementation as well  Currently we are exploring best avenues to leverage social media in business recruitment and promotional efforts.  What was the most helpful of my receiving TA, I would say probably relied and appreciated the opportunity to hear the challenges and opportunities faced by other states, the need to shift the culture from social services based to approaching business as a customer has had a major impact on the way our agency approaches the clients IEP as a whole.
This shift has driven greater collaboration and cohesion among our departments in a greater sense of unity in aligning around the client which well understanding the importance of developing the business relationship that will drive the future of VR employment.
    Next steps future direction and goals, our Arkansas business leadership network currently has a board of directors and ARS is intimately partnering with thentity to create successful outcomes the business network was approved for nonprofit status and in the process of opening up a website.  It is expected they will operate as a separate entity.  We are exploring the best social media platform for businesses, for business engagement and the work state partner whose have a successful format that has been proven and tested.
   >> Okay, thank you so much, Rodney.  I think it's time for questions.  And I know Neil if you don't ‑‑ first let me check and make sure that everybody can hear me.
I'm guessing they can.  Katie let me know if they can't.
   >> Sounds good
   >> Great, and I'm going to start our questions with Neil.  I know you had a question you wanted to ask the Arkansas team, so we're going to start with you.
   >> Sure, Rodney and Ashley I know that in working with you one of your primary goals has been the project and doing the connection between the business relations staff and the front line VR Counselors, could you talk a little bit about how that relationship has been strengthened as a result of the project?
   >> Absolutely.  I think the first thing that you know was very clear was the over the past year and a half, two years we became better aligned in our efforts to meet the needs of the dual customer, one being the client and the second being of course the business customer.  I think in addition to that we are more strategic in our planning processes to create more sustainable outcomes that bring long‑term value to all stakeholders and I would probably say the last thing is that there is a greater sense of awareness and synergy that has been perpetuated through this TA process  I believe that everything rising and falling is on relationships and communication and the communication lines have been strengthened to the point that it's no longer a stretch, it's an active part and it's an adaptive lifestyle how we conduct and do the business within our agency.
   >> Great, thank you Rodney.  Appreciate that.  I'm going to give you a question from one of our participants that put it in the chat room.  And it may be something where I'm not sure could will have all the information you need from about Arizona's organization but the question is what are the similarities of the Arkansas VR process compared to Arizona, what they are doing or not and can we learn from your process to improve services to our Arizona clients?  So I'm just going to put that question out there knowing that you may or may not be intimately familiar with Arizona
   >> You know, Paula it's a great question but I am not familiar with Arizona so I wouldn't feel comfortable in responding to that in a comparison way.
   >> Well, okay, go ahead, I was going to say in situations like this where there might be a need for follow‑up conversation I'll get with Katie and we will see if we can get a way for y'all to e‑mail each other where you can learn kind of networking that way.
   >> We will make it available for a conference call and we can discuss it further  Great question though.
   >> Great, and then we have another question from our chat room, asking if you can share your services booklet, there is two about sharing your resources, the other one is it was mentioned brochures being updated as you work with all types of disabilities are those brochures accessible to those with vision impairments so those are two questions from participants about your materials you mentioned
   >> Those two the answer to those two questions are yes and yes yes will be happy to share any information we created that will improve the outcomes for all individuals who do the great work providing services to our clients and to our business customers.
   >> Wonderful.  Okay I know I'm just hitting you with these fast but there is a lot of questions we want to make sure they get answered.  We have one from holly Hendricks what if any involvement WIOA and title one the three partner programs have in the development of the business engagement plans and/or your on going efforts with business engagement?
   >> Well, I think without getting too technical and without getting too much in a conversation you know obviously WIOA is all about engagement to improve the training processes for the benefit of the dual customer.  We saw that the TA project was a direct connection of the tool that we could use to strengthen and build upon the platform of what WIOA do as stakeholders and I would probably say that you know from that simple you know statement we have built you know and improved our processes to directly respond to those requirements.  You know I would think Paula probably in a nutshell without getting too heavy that is probably where I want to keep it for right now.
   >> Great, wonderful.  Another question we've had some positive comments in the chat room about the video and I had a question, could you talk a little bit more about how you reached out to create that video with your TJ‑Maxx partner, what was the process?
   >> Well, you know, one of the things that we've been very fortunate in Arkansas is to have great business relationship with a lot of our corporate customers both large, small and medium and when you have a relationship and when you have a champion like a John Taylor who gets it it's pretty easy  Ashley Cross who is a corporate business engagement manager, she frequently visits with John and has built a great relationship as you can tell.  John was eager to do what he could do as a leader to demonstrate the value of being inclusive employer.  Likewise Pamela Helms who was a client Ashley was familiar with her, they have a great relationship, so it began with a conversation  Arkansas support network came to us and said how can we work together as a partner to communicate the successes that have taken place within the business community as well as within vocational rehabilitation services.  We will begin talking about let's tell the story in a different format, of course we came up with the video and let's be transparent and I think we all would agree that mental illness is the one that is not talked about with such transparency and clear to the message communicated and it all came together with support on the governor's counsel and it was truly a collaboration of many stakeholders coming together for one common goal which was to tell the story in a way that it would resonate and be received by all.  I think we achieved that
   >> Wonderful, thank you, I think a lot of people really enjoyed the video.  I'm going to check with Kathy Matrone one of our partners from Washington state and Kathy did you have any questions you wanted to share?
   >> Yes, Rodney, you talked a little bit or touched on in your discussions about data sharing, could you share more about what's happening with data sharing in Arkansas?
   >> Certainly  As I mentioned before, you know, there are still some data silos and it's a process, you know, bringing about you know various agencies, workforce partners to come together with a common system.  We began the process of trying to find like the correct path and I'll be transparent I don't think we have it yet  I can tell you I was at a national point of contact or met a contact I guess last month, there is a system that's been developed in the State of Michigan that seems to hit those key indicators that we all are accountable for, so there will be more conversations in terms of how we implement which one we go with.  It has not been decided and I want to stress again it is a process.  I think those on this call can probably relate to what I'm saying  It takes the right people at the table with the right conversations to make it happen and we are hitting the right direction, are we there today?  No, we are not but it's a process.
   >> Great, thank you, Rodney.  And another question is what are those critical details that you've attended to that has made your business summit such a success and has helped it to grow year after year, what are those key things that folks on this call might want to incorporate in their strategies?
   >> I think one of the things that I would say is that planning is a very critical piece of having a successful summit  We all realize that October is designated as national disability awareness mother but can't wait until fall to plan a summit.  We plan a year in advance and begin getting our customers a year in advance because they plan budgets and when you think about they will come to give you dollars that has to be planned out early on.  I think the key thing also is that we attend the disability inn national summit, we identify quality speakers who can really bring a value‑added message that really connects and I think probably the next thing is how you market, I mean marketing has to be ramped up throughout the year and it just can't be a 60, 90 day event that takes place prior to your target date and I would probably say the last thing is I would encourage you to have business champions who can talk the lingo of the business customers that will connect beyond what we do as service providers and I believe all these facts combined together has allowed us to be successful in having sustainable, effective, educational, and interactive summit
   >> Wonderful.  Thank you.  I do have a tiny follow‑up question and this may be my love of details, how do you reach out to businesses to participate in the summit, do they get a formal printed invitation, is it e‑mail, telephone, person to person to get people to come what is your actual process for reaching out to those businesses you want to attend?
   >> Well, it's a number of efforts  One we have for professional staff who work in business engagement that are engaged with planned contact each month with select business customers and that is what perpetuates the relationship so we have a designated base of customers who we have already connected with, they are all in, they understand the mission and they are all about inclusive workplace, that is one segment.  The other segment is the marketing through social media as well as print media, for example, we have an Arkansas business publication that is written by probably 10,000 businesses from across the state.  We market in that publication  Of course obviously other forms of print media as well.  We have a morning show that we go on every year and we have a Q and A and what we do we bring with us a business customer who will speak directly to Arkansas businesses.  I think the other piece is we have a governor in our state that is very motivated, he is also very innovative about economic development as well as connecting with businesses that make state Government better and I think those factors really are critical to what we have done in terms of how we communicate our marketing message.
   >> Wonderful thank you
I appreciate that level of detail.  I want to check with Neil, Neil did you have any remaining questions?
   >> I don't think I do.
   >> Kathy, check in with you.
   >> Sure, I just have one.  You talked again a little bit about the BLN can you talk a little bit more about the business leadership network in Arkansas and how you use that for recruiting?
   >> Sure, this is Ashley.  One way we use the disability inn for Arkansas as a recruiting tactic is to have a BLN disability inn board members to participate in a breakfast with the BLN a recruiting road show where we hit certain components of the state of Arkansas and allow it to be a business approach and assist and lead from the middle.  Recently we had one in the southern tip in the state of Arkansas it was extremely well attended with over 50 businesses in attendance and as a result of that we know that the strategy is businesses get other businesses and we had TJ‑Maxx and hunt and wall mart and David Maples which is a small business owner speaking directly to businesses in all categories and talking to how businesses play an integral part in partnering with VR and other service providers to assist individuals with disabilities with gainful employment.
   >> Wonderful, thank you Ashley.  If there is any questions that were in the chat box that I've missed please retype them in the bottom of the chat box.  I think we have gotten most of ‑‑ I have got all of them unless I'm overlooking something.  You have got some positive comments.  So if there is no more questions, I'm going to turn it back over to Katie.
   >> Thanks, Paula and I'll just ask if you could advance the slide one more time to the contact information slide which is at the end there.  Thank you.  So right now we are showing our contact information here from Rodney and Ashley as well as Yvonne who couldn't make it and the TA providers from the project here so if you had questions you want to follow‑up you can take down the contact information and follow‑up this way.  I just want to say a couple of things before we close first of all if you would like to have access to the PowerPoint presentation from today as well as a text version of that presentation you can find that on explore VR.org and I've posted that link in the chat box  I can post that again.
You can also find the video that we watched in that same place on explore VO.org I added that to the page with the webinar announcement which will include all of the materials and if you would like other follow‑up materials I would connect with Rodney and Ashley or get them from Rodney and Ashley as well and share them on explore VR and I will add that tomorrow you will receive a link to the evaluation for this webinar, you will receive that link from the zoom webinar platform then if you would take that evaluation that will let us know that you want CRC credits so at this point we can get them processed for you but take the evaluation regardless because we would like to hear from you and how this went today.
>> This is Paula and I would encourage Arizona to contact Ashley and Rodney directly because I don't have your address to connect them with and a couple of wrap up comments in our chat box, nice work Arkansas I really enjoyed this presentation, that's from Washington state DVR, Karen excellent thank you so much, thank you from Tucson, Arizona so a lot of positive comments to Arkansas and thank you very much.
   >> Yes, thank you and thank you Rodney and Ashley for your presentation.  Thank you so much Paula, Neil and Kathy for facilitating so everyone have a great day you can see the recording of this on explore VR within the next week thanks.
   >> Thank you Katie good‑bye good‑bye.
   >> Thank you.
   >> Thank you
   >> Bye all.
    (Webinar concludes)

